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The Opt imwn Compensation of Temperature Instability Caused by
Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy “4 .eid in YIG ~icrowave Devices

Jia Wei—yi and Zhang Peng—xiang
(Institute of Physics , Academia Sinica)

Abstrac

More precise analytic expressions for ferromar’netic resonance of sinr~1e

crystals are calculated , the approximation being carried to terms quadratic

in the magnetocrystalline anisotropy field. On the basis o~’ these, the

problem of the compensation of the temperature instabil~t’es of single crystal

YIG microwave devices, caused by the variations of the r~nisotropy field, is

discussed. Signiricant corrections to the tempera ture compensation directions

that have been in use are introduced. Formulae for the calculat4 on ~~! the

temperature characterist~cs of YIG devices with the applied magnetic field

in the corrected compensation directions are given.

In single crystal YTG microwave devices which are based upon the

theory of ferromagnetic resonance , such as solid signal sources , wave

filter, YIG sphere shows gr~at effect of ~ harmonic oscillator. Besides

additional magnetic field control , the harmonic oscillation frequency of

YIG sphere depends upon xnagnetooryatalline anisotropy field (K1/M) . Because

the latter is the temperature function , it causes temperature instabili ty

in the devices. There have been many articles which point out that if

the linear term of anisotropy field, which have great eflect on some

crysta1lo~’raphic axis directions , is zero , and if these directions are the

operation ~i rectione of cryetalg,the temperat re stability will be ~reatly

improved. These crystal]J.orraphic axes are styled as termerature

compensation axes ~~~~~ Even if these crystallor”raphic axes are operat
ing1



directions, there still are quadratic terms of anisotropy field and their

impacts are considerable, so there is great ter’peratnre instability left

over.

Tokheim and Johnson have discussed and analysized this problem in

detai±~~ ’. . AoccrdJ.ng to.~ h~..results of t~~i~.r analysip 2.n~ experiments and

the factors which effect temperature stability as they have listed, the

majo r one is anisotrnpy field. Even if the YIG sphere uses temperature

compensation axes as operation axes,the situation remains so, and even more

so in microwave frequency. The results of their experiments further indicate

that the left—over temperature instability which has not been completely

compensated cannot be explained by- the first approximation theory of

ferromagnetic resonance of the past. For instance, in their experiments,

they discovered that the temperature compensation axial direction (~Ol3)

in crystal plane (010) is much better than direction (225) in plane ~].1O),

arid it is just contrary to the predicttion of f~rst approximat~on theory

that direction ( 225 ) is the best . The drifting rate of thIs direction

predic tion is one quantity level lower than the experiment value. In addition,

to these two different kinds of d~rections, the temperature coefficient

predicted by the theory is positive, that means when temperature rises, the

harmonic oscillation frequency rises, but the temperature coefficient

indicated in their experiment is negative. Those writers have pointed out,

that the source of this contradiction lies in the fact that theories in the past

did not seriously consider the unparalleled situat~on of the saturated

ma~neti zation of the sariple and the additional magnetic field. But the
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ferromagnetic resonance formula suggested by those writurs Is rather

complicated. It contains 30 obsecure angle functions, so it is not a formula

which can be easily discussed and solved. Moreover they mistake the term

r/1/f2 in expression (here r is the same as ~~ — cg~0, f 2~~ sin0 we use in

this article) as the main factor of contradiction that has never been touched

by the past theories. In fact, however, the major part or this term is

first approximation term, and it has been discussed in the first approximation
(6) (~)

theory by Bickford and Artman

For having easy discussions on problems, in this article, we suggest

secondary small—angle approximation, from which a more precise analytic

formula of fer ’~omagnetio resonance can be deduced, and the contradiction

between theory and practice may be thereby solved. It can also prove that

among all temperature compensation directions, direction ~8Ol3> in crystal

plane (OiO~ is the best compensation direction , and direction<225) ’ in

crystal plane fU0} is a very poor one, The temperature compensation effect

of the former is two times better than the latter. The theoretical result s

also Indicate that ,under low frequency, the -i mpact of anisotropy filed

will increase realtively and that there should be a great correction to the

temperature compensation direction and the shaft angle ( 001)’ . Based on

these results, the temperature characteriat3rn of YIG devices, when the

additional magnetic field is in compensation direction, can be easily

calculated. These results may be of great significance to the design and

adjustment of YIG devices. And the ferromagnetic resonance formula deduced

in this article will also be significant to the precise test of ma~rnetism.
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1. The General ~ cpression of Ferromagnetic Resonance
Under Secondary ~na11—.Angle Approximation

In the earlier single crystal ferromagnetic resonance theories ,which

dealt with the impact of xnagnetocrystalline anisotropy, have supposed the

approximation of saturated magnetization M paralleling with additional

constant magnetic field ~~~~ Later they- came to recognize that M in fact

is not parallel with H , and under sxnall.-angle approximation , the included

angle between N and H is thought to be in direct radio to I~I/”-’~ 
The

earlier resonance expression of crystal plane f 100) and fllO} has been

corrected and the result of the correction is the one that is used widely

today. But under precise test and in practical application , the derree of

approximation of those results has more and more proved unable to satisfy

requirement. Under reneral condition, N is considered not parallel with

H, and it is rather difficult to have a precise expression of ferromagnetic

resonance. In this article, we use secondary small—angle approximat~on and

take the impact of term (
~~~
/

~1)2 

into account when we calculate the included

angle of N and H. But we still suppose that the additional constant

magnetic field is much larger than aniaotropy field,and that the included

angle of saturated magnetization N (spherical coordinate is 8, qi) and

additional magnetic field ( spherical coordinate is ~~ ‘Po ) is small. Most

of the practical situations can satisfy this condition. The basic equation

of ferromagnetic resonance is~~

Iw V  
_______— ______  — (I)

Here ~ is harmonic oscillation frequency, ~ — — 2.80 X 10’ ‘

2x
r ’ is rotary- magnet ratio; ~~~~~ ind catee equilibrium position of N and

I______



F.. is second order differential quotient of free energy. Free energy is

— — M H (  sin 0o sin0cos (~ — p,)
÷ cos 0o co s0}, (2)

1<001> The coordinate relation as

H M 
illustrated in Figure 1. E indicates

anisotropy energy. It can be

-~~~~~ ,<OI Q> 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy

P and can also include anisotropy energy

~~oo> of other kind , such as shap anisotl~ W-

energy. Let
Figure 1 Coordinate of

staturated magnetization — —
N and addit~onal magnetic
field H

that
From ,,the first order differential quotient of free energy is zero, N

equilibrium position will have

oF OE
— ~~~~~- — M H (  .in 8ocos0cos (qo — ~.) — cosO,s1n8} — 0, (3)

— -~~~~ + MHsjnO,sjn8sin(q’ — qii,) — 0~ (4)

In ordez’ to have equilibrium position, namely ~ ~ ‘?~ it must make stage

number expansion of equation (3) and (4) at 0, & ‘P. and maintain the quadratic

term of e and
I . I F~ E 8°E 1 O’E— a — — ion 8, cos ~~~ ± a + a’

____ 
I O’E O’E

+ ~~~+ — .  17’+ •‘7 5

060qo 2 000,2 0O~0p •.. u, ’

i foE O’E
— ion 8.17 — cos 8o .in Ooa~ — — ‘~~

— +

O’E ~~~~~ O’E 1 (6
2 08°Oq’ ~ ‘~ 2 ~p0 ~ ~Ø~q~

1
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Under first approximation, from equation (5) and (6) it can have

1 OH
a — —-

M H O8
1 OH

MHs in2O, 0q

- Now e and.9 are ir..~tir~ct ratio t~ t~}Te linear terms of anisotropy

field . Under the requirement ~or maintaining the square terms of anisotropy

field and ignoring the higher ones, the quadratic terms of e and ~ on the

right hand side of equation (5) and (6) can be left of f because they are

in fact the cubic terms of anisotropy field. To seek solution of equation

(5) and (6) uses substitution method. To substitute equation (7) for the

quadratic terms of e and i~ in equation (5) and (6) and then to seek solution

of the new equation according to the degree of approximation , it will have

1 OE 1 J OE  O~E cos 0, (~~~~ \2 + _~L... .~~~~~ ~~~~a — •

~~~~
-;

~~ 
~~~ ÷ M 2W l~~ 802 2 ~~~~ \ ~ i Sm2 8, &p 808q J .•

(8)

1 88 
— 

1 J cos Oo OH OH — 1_ OH ____1~~~ — 

MH  sin 2 8, Oq~ M 3 H2 t sin’ 0, 80 Op sin2 0, 00 0009

-_1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(9)

sin4 8,, Op &p °

If taking equation (~) and (9) continuously to substitute for the quadratic

terms of e and ~ in equation (5) and (6), the result will show that under

the secured degree of approximation, there will add no more new terms.

Equation (8) and equation (9) are already full expressions.

A fur ther calculation will be making stage number expansion of the

free energy differential quotient of equation (i) at the vicinity of 8. 4qo.

6 
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A

— {
~~

- ± a + PIE 
~ 
± M H  (i — — sin’ o~,z~)}

002 00° 00° 0020, 2 2

— ± - ~ + ~‘E a + Mflsin ° 8,, (i + cot 0,e— L g2_i.

Op’ 0,
2 Op’ 080 p2 2 2 6....

PIE + O’E 
~ ± 

PIE a + MH(  sin O,cos Oo17 — ~~~2 0oe~7) } 
(10)

080p O8&p 000 p2 0020, 6•.~ ,

1 
— 

1 (1 — 2 cos 0,, 
6 + 1 ± 2 cos°0 ,

sin2 0, sin2 0, \ sin 0, sin2 8, /

To place these relations in equation (1) and hold square terms of

anisotropy field; and to leave off higher terms by using equation (8) and

(9), we finally have

( . _ H2+ L1{!2~~~÷ 1 
~~~ -± c o t 0 - ~~~}M 002 ,~~2 9 0p2 00

+ —i~ {cot a o (OE ~~ — 1 OH PIE + 2 cos8 OH PI E — OH PI E
M° \ 00 / sin2 0 00 000,2 sin’ 0 00 0,2 00 08’

— 
1 (~~ \‘ + cos 0 OH PIE — 1 OH PI E — 1 OR PIE

sin’ 0 ‘~ OpI sin’ 0 op 080Cp sin 4 0 Op Oq~’ sin2 0 Op 80!Op

+ 1 PIE PIE 1 (PIE ‘
~

‘ ( 11)
~in2 0 08° 0,2 sin 2 0 \ 080p)

Notice, we have excluded the. angler coordinate “0” of 0& 1 , here as

well as in the following, they indicate additional magnetic fields. Equation

(ii) is the general equation of ferromagnetic resonance in any crystallographic

axial direction under secondary small—angle approximation, and precisely it

represents square terms of anisotropy. In it , the part of linear termS of
(0)

anisotropy field and the results of first approximation are the sane , but

to the part of square terms many new components are added. This indicates

that the secondary approximation gives some correction to the square terms .

And in the following, this kind of correction will prove very important.

7
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2. The Resonance F~cpression of Sin~le Crystal
Ferromagnet of Cubic Structure

For a s :n ~’le crystal sphere of ferroma~iet, there is no relationship

between its demagnetization and direction, so E in equation (2) only

contains the property of magnetocrystalline anisotropy . For a ferromagnet

of cubic syrmuetry:

E .~~~~~(sin22 0 ± sin4Osiu’2p) + ~~~~ sin4 0 cos2 0 sin2 2 p. (12)

Placing its corresponding differential quotient of each order into equation

(ii) , we can have ferromagnetic resonance expression of the spherical sample

of cubic symmetry ferromagnet at any crystallographic axial direction :

(.
~~ )2 H2 ± H (~~i~ ± ~ /3) + M2 1° ± ~ ± b. (13)

Here f1 is the function of additional magnetic field direction (0,.p) . For

the TIG ferrite materials used for single crystal devices, ~‘enerally there

is >> J1~j . For sirnplity, in the following , only three functions are given:

f,~~~~ _ L 9 + 2 0 c o s2 0 + 35cos40 + (15 20cos20±5c0s40)c05 4P 1, (14)

‘3385 63 405 17 1485
— k— + — cos 20 + — cos 40 — cos 20 cos 40 — — cos 80)1024 64 2~~6 64 1024

+ — ~~ cos20 ± 11~ cos 4O ± —~- cos 2Ocos40 — i-~!cos 80) cos4 p
\256 16 64 16 256

+ 
(_525 + ~~ cos 20 — !~~ cos40 + !~~cos20cos 40 — -.1-~

._ cos 80) cos 8~p,
\ 1024  64 256 64 1024

(15)

— ~-i~(1 ÷ l3cos 2O ÷ 7 cos4O — 2lcos2Ocos 4O)

+ ~ - ( 1 5  — l3cos 2O — 23cos 40 + 2lcos 2Ocos4O)cos4ip. (16)

When ~ 0 , equation (13) will be transf’ormed into ferromagnetic formula

8
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in cr. L i~ :~e ~ oio}

(.~.)~ _ H 3 ÷ H {(3 ÷ 5cos4e)~& ± ( I  — cos40)-~Lj

+ t 2 3  + 24cos48 — I 5cos 801 (17)

When p r/$, equation will be simplified into ferrornarnetic resonance

formula in crystal plane 110 : —

(-f-) H2 + H [(—3 ÷ 2O cos2O ± l5cos4O )

÷ ( — 7  ± l3cos2O ± l5cos4 O — 2lcos 2Ocos 4O)

+ 1 347 + 432cos 20 — 84 cos40 — 48cos2Ocos4 O — 135cos 801 
128M ° 

(18)

Here the part of function f4 and f 5 are omitted. It shows clearly once

again that the first terms of anisotropy field and the first approx imation

theory in the past are ide tical~~~, but the part of quadratic terms is

very much different. What is worth pointing out is that the first terms

and quadratic terms of anisotropy field which are contained in resonance

fo rmula of the main crystallographic axial directions ( 100) , (110) , (ill>
obtained from calculation of equation (l’~) and (18) , are identical with

first approximation theory and the results calculated from the earlier

hypothesis that N is parallel to H • This is something that can be predicted

because in these main axial directions, the f~rst order dif’ferential

quotients of the extreme value of ani sotropy energy are zero. F~rom equation

(8) and (9) it can be seen that ~ ~ 0~, and t,~-is means that when

additional map’netic fiold is alonr- the main axial direction and as long as

its strength is larger than saturated xmarnetic field, the magnetization

vector is always parallel to it.

i i ~

. 
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Fi~~u~e 2 The relation of resonance ma~netic field in crystal
pLane(110J and iirection angle (a co~rparison of “~rstapproximat~on theory and t e result of this article. I:~calculation, takino K1/M —55 Oe (Ga-.YIG) . K2/M is
omitted. ñ’equency w = 3000 ~C.mc

(,ioj
Fi~mre 2 illustrates a comparison~of the relatian of resonance magnetic

f~ e1d , acc~ rcJin~ to the first approximati-n theory and the calculation in

t~~~s article,and direction angle. The num erical value of anisotropy ~ield

is selected from room temperature value of YIG material irhich is mixed with

Ga. K2/M is omitted and frequency is 3000 mc. From Fi~ ue 2, it can be

seen that when they are far away from main crystallorraphic axis direction,

the first a~oroxirnation theory and secondary approximation result are

considerably different. The lower Is the operating frequency,tie larger is

th~ anisotropy “ield, ar~d the more striking is this di~~erence.

3. The ~~iinination of the Impact of Magnetocrystalline
Anisotropy Field in YIG Devices

As an application of the results discussed above, we here be~in to

discuss the problems of eliininat4nc~ the tenperature instability c-i ~sed

by rnrignetocr rstalline anisotropy field.

10



1. The Track Plane of’ Temperature Compensation of Marrnetocrystalline
Anisotropy Field

From equation (13) it ca be seen that the tuned frequency of YIG

de TIcea is contingent upon mapnetocr’rstalline anisotropy ~‘ield. The

ternp~ rriture change of the  latter makes temperature instability of the devices,

and the term s of K1/M ~ the most effective factor. If the terms which

are related to K2/M are overlooked, equation (13) wIll change into

(f)° H2 ± H ~~~ + 12. (19)

If H )~ then

(20)

According to the definitions in many articles, the temperature compensation

direction of anisotropy field is determined by that equation (14) is zero~~~:

9 + 2Ocos2t9 + 3Scos4tI ÷ (15 — 2Ocos2O + 5ccs4O)cos 4p = 0~ (21)

The track of compensation direction which is thus deterniined is usually a

cone which takes (001) as axis and has an opering angle of’ about 3Q0 From

the cubic symmetry it can be known that the cone of this kind Is of three

pairs. Any of the crystal directIons on these cones is temperat’r:e

compensation direction, and its concrete spherical coordinate is determined

by equation (21). For instance , ~f P 0 , and the temperature compensation

axis in crystal plane £100) is at 0.. 3 1 °43~, it is almost direetion (8013> ,

and if P — w/4 ~ and the temperature compensation axis in crystal plane fiio~
is a t O c ’ 2 9 °40’., it is almost direction (225).

2. The Best Temperature Compensation Axis

11



From equation (13) it can be seen that in temperature compensation,

there are anisotropy field terms dependent upon temperature. Asong them,

the term x~/ ~v? is the most important one. Although it is much smaller t~-en

that which contains K1/M, its impact can by no means be overlooked,

especially under the condition of low temperature, beca se the changes of

K~/M~H are very great , so it can seriously af’feet the stabIlity of the

devices. Therefore we must make a selection from among the temperature

compensation directions and decide which Is the best one. Since vari ous

experiments have proved that axis( 8013) is better than (225) , there are

some people who have raised question as whether there is another compensation

direction which is better than what we know so far is the best. According

to equation (19), such a question is to ask which is of the minimum f2

value among all the compensation axes. Under the restriction of equation

(21) to seek extreme value from equation (15), the cofidition of extreme

value obtained is

sin 4p — 0 .

Within the range of */2, the solution obtained is

~~~

It thus proves that P — 0 corresponding to f2 has minimum value and p z14

corresponding to f2 has maximum value. In order to satisfy equation (21).

equation (15) must have a solution which is of positive value and not a

zero. Thus it can be con].uded theoretica1i~r that < 8013~ in crystal plane

~0lOl is the beat temperature compensation axis, 
and direction (225) in

crystal plane (1103 is the poorest temperature compensat~on axis. Substituti ng

~,—31°43’~ 1~~ —29°4Q’ in equation (17) and (in) respeot~ve1y, we can have

the ferromagnetic resonance formula of(~013) and(225) . When ti~~ ii�~

IM~~12



(8013> -~~ — H + 0.20 + 0.80 —
~~~‘— , . (2 2)

V M M’H

<225> ~ ~~H— 0 .0 4 ?.~1± 2.70—b—. (23)I M WI-I

In cons iering the impact of terms of K~/M
2, now we can see that the

temperature cpmpensation effect of direction ( 8013) is two times better than

that of direction (225). To YIG devices, because K2/’H is nerative, in

direction < 8013) it can offset a part of term K~I4f, but the situation Is

just opposite in direction ( 225)~ so the temperature stability in direction

(8013> can elevate even higher. Beca’ se the coeffi& ent of terms of Ic~/M~

is positive, if the additional magnetic field has no change but its temperature

rises, the tuned frequency will become lower following the reduc~i~’n of

and shows a negative temperature coefficient. The results men4ioned above

are all in accord with practical observations.

But to material, which has great 
~~ 

value,and the operating frequency ,

it makes >> ~~~~~~~~ ,the situation will be different. From equation (22)

and (23), it can be seen that now direction (225) is better than direction

(8013) . But the best temperature stability direction should be the

solutions to equation (14) and (16) when they both are made equal to ~ero.

The anlution is close to 0 — 30°, p 32°. When the additional magnetic field

is along this direction, the impact of terms of K114~ and K2/M will vanish

simultaneously. But to various YIG materials, of which is not great,

such situation never happens.

3. Results of First ~~proximation Calculation

When additional magnetic field is in the temperature compensation



direction in crystal plane of (oio) kind or (110) kind, the ferromagnetic

resonance frequency obtained from first approximation calculation is

<8013 > ~-_ H + 0 2 0 !�1__ O.fl _i�L, (2 4)

<225> — — H — 0.04 —‘ — 0.108 —
~~~

‘--- 2I M M2H ’

Thus we can conclude that direction (225) is much better than direction <~0i3).

Because the coeffIcient of terms of is negative and .~~(~ -~)<o , ti~

tenperature coef~’icie it of frequency is positive. All these are not In

accord with experiments.

4. The Impact of Non—linear Terms

Prom rquation (20), (22) and (23), it can be further seen that becanse

of the impact of the terms of ~~~~~ there is no longer a linear relation

between additional magnetic field and resonance frequency. This fact brIngs

damage to the degree of tuned linearity. Under low microwave frequency,

the additional rnamnietic field becor ea low, and the impact of non—linear terms

of K~/M
2H is relatively increased. For instance, if the material used is

— 50 Oe and the non—linear frequency is l400mc, there will be a non—linear

difference of ll,2mc at direction(~013) , a~d 3’7.8mc at direct~on(225~.

It becomes clear now that operating at direction (F30l3~ , the degree of’

tuned linearity of’ YIG devices is much superior to that operation at direction

(22~~.

5. Th~rther Correction of Temperature Compensation Direction

In n~st cases, t~e impact of K~/?.~~! is great; especially to the



devices which have low microwave frequency . Because the additional

rm~~netic “laid is low and the value of’ th e low saturated mn’-netization

material used (such as Ga—YIG and BICaVIG) at room temperature or lower

than room temperature Is grea er than pure YIG,the result is that the impact

of I~
M2H is very ‘reat and the temperature compensat i on of practical

si~nifica~ce almost becomes non—existence. In order to diminish such impact,

we should use K~jM terms as compensation. The corrected temnerature

compensation di’~ection can be decided by the following rquations:

14
M WH, (26)

fi — m ( —  0,

m — — rl-~t/’°.. (27)

Here p is used to indicat e the value which has been selected for determining

compensation direction. In the practiallv used microwave s~nr~le crystal

dev~ces, in 0.01—0.2. If m?0.2,the f’erromar’netic resonance formula

deduced in this article will hecnrne inapplicable. Then we have to consider

the terms of (K1/M)3; hut when in reaches such r”reat de ’ree, temperature

compensation d4rection of practical value no lonr’er exIsts.

FIgure 3 shows the relations of the corrected temperature compensation

direction in crystal plane of foio3 kind and (i~ioJ kind and direction

coefficient m. It can be seen that when m = 0, compensatIon will occure at

direction of(8013? kind and(225) kind. When m is amplified, the corrected

temperature compensation direction and the included angle of~ 001) axis

become smaller, and the speed of following m change by the corrected

compensat~ on d~ rection in crystal plane of (010) kind will be smaller than

that in crystal plane of (llO kind . This is of course rather advantageous.

15
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Figure 3 The relation of corrected ariisotropy field tenmerature
compen~atiofl direction in crystal plane oflOlo) kind
and (US)) kind and the direction coefficient m

— rI.!LI/ w , and changes following the changes of
frequeA’cy and temperature). There is also f2 value
calculated according to equation (15) after the
selection oflcvalue for responding to different in value.
The experimented points aye mostly determined on the
basie of Tokheim ’a data~4

But the result calculated by first approximation theory is contrary to this,

nn~I it predicts that the compensation angle be amplified following the

amplification of in, and there is little change of the corrected com’)ensation

an ’le in crystal plane of f iio~ kind. All these are not in accord with

experiments. The axperiment points in th i s Figure are most)~ determined on

the basis of Tokheim ’s data~~~ . They did not clearly point out the problems

of comper satlon direction correction but they decided a direction which

!ias ~~ Ler temn erature stability through experiment and by using a direction

filter. In crystal plane of (110) kind , a - better temperature compensation

axl, for a filter of 3—11 GHz of pure YIG sphere ii 8~ — 29° ; for a filter

of 1~UGHz of’ YIG sphere mixed with Ga, the better compensation direction
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is 6~ — 25.2°. . In the vicinity of plane foio}, the better compensation

direction tested by using a filter of 2—10 GHz of Ga—YIG sphere is at

p 3.8 ° , Oc — 30.3° ; if using a filter of 3—11 GHz of pure TIG sphere, the

compensa tion direction will be at p — 1.4°, e. — 32.70. These results basically

are much the same as the theoretical analyses made here. Following the

expansion toward low frequency of the filter and the increase of anisotropy

“leld of the materials, the included angle between better compensation

direction and axis (00])becomes smaller; but the chriage of position angle

in plane of (iic~ kind is great, sá it is not good for temperature compensation .

The only exception is the last result in the list, and compared with the

third example, the possibility of error seems very great. This is because

under hlghnr frequency, when pure YIG material is used , the the temperature

drift of the frequency is trivial , so it is easy to be affected by other

factors in deciding compensation direction.

In practical directing, in order to make the instability of the

devices within the range of whole frequ ency and temperature fall in a

permitted limit, we cai select a compromised in value for the single crystal

YIG sphere and the frequency is se!cted at lOwer meditvn. For instanc~ . in

a w, ~ ~~~~ wi,1. and w2 are the upper and lower operating bands of’ the

device, and K1/M of the material is to select a quantitative value leaning

to the low temperautre side within the ra~ip’e of working temperature,

6. The Temperature Characteristics of’ TIG Devices When Working at
Corrected Compensation Direction

As m i~ the function of frequency and temperature, it does not exist

at the direction where the compensation can reach to an extent that the

tenperature coefficient is zero. From equation (20), the part ~where the
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frequency follows temperature to change is

1 2 ~M \2  8 / M ~H

At the corrected temperature compensation d~rection , f1 and f2 can satisfy

equation (26), and the part of fJ84~fl/24 will change into

uui uuL,.‘f2 K1 f M  M i
8(0 — -~- ~~ ~

— - -  — 
(0 

(28)

In Document (4) a similar formula was suggested , but analy~ic fo”in of f,

was given. So it is rather di~’ficuJ.t to calculate temperature relation unless

some adjustable parameter is introduced. Here 8w is the total skew

difference of frequency which has skewed away from to — yH ,and it includes

non—linear frequency skewness caused by anisotropy field ~t~d frequency

transf ormation caused by change of temperature. If temperature remains

unchanged, such as room temperature, the non—linear frequency skew value

under different frequency will be

K,
r2f2 K~~ f M  11

‘~°‘~~ TV  [ — to , }. (29)

In it Kk/M indicates X1/M value at room temperature. In practical test of

different temperature, it often takes resonance frequency at room te’irerature

as criterion in observing temperature drift of frequency. When temperature

has changed, the resonance frequency which corresponds to the change of

room temperature value is

K1 K,
r’ hK a F  Vi

A~ OT — 
~~ 

— 
~
,, J — Sw~, (30)
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Th is is corresponding to the results obtained from real observation.

In YIG device design, after tuned frequency range and YIG material

have been selected, a pre—estimatiori of the temperature characteristics is

very important. Doe to the instability of the remanent effect of the

magnetocrystalline anisotropy field, it can be calculated in the following

ways~ first selecting proper value of and K,/M, then calculate direction

parameter m. From Figure 3 we can have corrected compensation direction Øc,

then substitute ~~ in equation (15) or (i’~) and (18) and calculate the value

of f2 (in Figure 3, there is f2value which can be used as direct reference).

As for temperature, it usuali~r takes room temperature to calculate 8~ k.

Using K1/M value of materials under different tenperature, based on equation

(3 0) ,  the temperature characteristics of the devices can be obtained through

calculation. For example, to a device of 1—9 GHz (using Ga YIG, 4~rM — 360

~auas),if the additional inapnetic field is in the corrected compensation

direction in crystal plans of fiooj kind and 11101 kind (Bc = 300221 and

25~0’ , they are respectively close to 10, 0, 17 and C 113) direction), the

temperature characterist’ cs can be seen in Figure 4. Because the low

temperature anisotropy f~ eld of Ga—YIG is rather large, the temperature

f-’eque cy change at 1 GHz i~ also large and it has gone beyond the practical

range . Those theory curves, the experiments in ~~cuinent (4) and the results

of analysis are in good accord with each other. From Figure 4, it can be

seen that the temperature stability of compe~isation direction in crystal

pla-e of 
f
loojkind is much better than that in crystal plane orfuoJ kind.

This means that the best compensation direction mentioned above is the
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compensation direction in crystal plane of {i00} kind . After correction ,

all the corrected directions are still the best ones.

l2C -~~~1 u— i2~ I

\~ 4~I~~) 
- _ 100 \ \~ ~GHz ?

~~~~~~~~~~ \

_  _ 0

- -

- ~~
P~~~O —40 I t 1 I I —4C I I

—60 —~40 —20 0 20 40 60 —60 —40 —20 0 20 40 60

~~~T( c) $~~T (’c)
(a) (b)

Figure 4 Temperature characteristics when YIG devices working at
corrected temperature compensation direction

(a) Magnetic field is. at compensation direction in crystal plane
010 ,g~ 

= 30022*, close to 10, 0, 17 direction, in 0.093,
2000 mc._

~~ f— ioo  Qe, -.“

(b) Magnetic field iS at compensation direction in crystal plane 
~~Qc= 25020 * , close t3 direction(113) . m_ O.14 .!.. .

~LI..~
j Oo Oe, w~~ 2000 mc.In tuned range of 1—9 (~Iz, using Ge1-YIG M I

material, $xM i~o gauss. Anisotropy field~~jjL f ~~) 125(a 4O~C), lOC(—2O~~). 75

(O~~ ), 65(I0’C), 55(2O~c) . 43~4Ot ). 34(60~C)L4l

Using pure !IG single crystal at devices of high microwave frequency

(larger than 4 GHz) , the direction parameter m is often smaller than 0.05.

Then the anglar corrected quantity of compensation direction in crystal

plane £bOOJts approximately equal to direction error. At this time , to make

any correction at compensation di rection obviously has little significance,
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but it is permissible to take direction(80l3~ . To Ga-.YIG single crystal

at devices of which the low frequency band is lower than 3 GHz, it is

alvays necessary to make correction to the coinpe~sation direction. For

instance, according to theoretical calculat ion, Ga—YIG filter of 3—9GHz ,
corrected

the~ten1perature compensation axis in crystal plane fl00~woring in a rang of

20—60°, the 1ar-~est temperature drift of the frequency is 6 mc , but working

at direction(8013? without correction, the temperature drift is 12 mc.

7. The Difficulties in Low Microwave Frequency

In YIG devices of low microwave frequency , the anisotropy field of the

material is large. For instance, YIG mixed with Ga, of which the saturated

magnetization is 360 gauss, at _20°,I~~j 100 Oe. At 1000 mc, in 0.28,

there pMctically is no more significant compensation direction, but there

is serious uon—linear effect. This brigns great difficult to low frequency

band, and It can be seen in FIgure 4. One way to overcome this di~4’icult

is to place the YIG sphere constan],y as higher temperature. Of course , the

best way is to try to make new material, which has low saturated magnetization

and low resonance linear width as required by low frequency, and

magnetocrystallirie anisotropy field which is close to zero. At the present

time, there has been a possibility of requiring such material in some garnet

ferrite, which is mixed with In ,Zr and Sn. Because the anisotropy field is

close to zero , the linear width of these multi—crystal materIals is of only

a few ~e~~0~11). Nov the task in front of us is to make these new materials

with single crystal of good quality and certainly we must anticipate some

di”ficulty .
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D I ST k I B U T I O N  LIST

D I S T R I B U T I O N  DIRECT TO R E CIPI E NT

ORGANIZATION MICROFICHE ORGANIZATION MICROFI

A 205 DMATC 1 E053 AF/INAKA 1
A210 DMAAC 2 E017 AF/RDXTR-W 1
B344 DIA /RDS-3C 9 E403 AFSC/INA 1
C043 USAMI IA 1 E404 AEDC 1
.C509 BALLISTIC RES LABS 1 E408 AFWL 1
C510 AIR MOBILITY R&D 1 E410 ADTC 1

LAB/FlO E413 ESD 2
C513 PICATINNY ARSENAL 1 FTD
C535 AV IATION SYS COMD 1 CCN 1
C591 FSTC 5 ASD/FTD/NICD 3
C619 MIA REDSTONE 1 NIA/PHS 1
D008 NISC 1 NICD 2
11300 USAICE (USAREUR) 1
P005 ERDA 1
P005 CIA/CRS/ADD/SD 1
NAVORDSTA (50L) 1
NASA/KSI 1
AFIT/LD 1
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